Message from Vice President TAKAHARA

need for paint and coatings varies by region and country owing
to differences in economic growth, overall demand continues
to increase steadily coupled with the expansion of applications.
However, at present we are facing an extremely severe
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continue to update and improve the content of our disclosures.
Specifically, with regard to current examinations on
governance, the Board of Directors will strengthen the
monitoring system, discuss and resolve important matters

external environment, with problems such as the COVID-19

such as an overall environmental basic policy that includes

pandemic, shortages and soaring price of raw materials

tackling climate change issues, and resolve related matters

including semiconductors, and supply chain disruptions. As a

when formulating the three-year medium-term management

result, although demand for coatings themselves has been

plans. The Board of Directors also receives quarterly progress

firm, we are temporarily facing a difficult situation in terms of

reports from the Sustainability Promotion Committee, enabling

profits due to the significant impact of soaring raw material

us to provide, where appropriate, any necessary supervision

costs, despite repeated management efforts such as price

and advice. Meanwhile, executive officers discuss and resolve

increases and cost reductions. However, I believe that the

measures at the Exco Meeting and ensure that these

current headwind is an “opportunity” as demand continues to

measures are put into practice.

grow. We will take this opportunity to conduct a comprehensive

Kansai Paint’s strategy is to clarify short-, medium-, and

review of our portfolio and reallocate valuable resources to our

long-term climate-related risks and opportunities based on the

BtoB business or to business areas where we excel, such as

1.5°C and 4°C scenarios, reviewing the scenario analysis as

Europe and India, in order to achieve profitable growth. By

appropriate. We will also establish a system that can always factor

doing so, we can expect to reap huge benefits when the

in any impact on our business, business plans, and finances.

business environment bounces back.

Announcement of Support for TCFD in 2021
Countermeasures against Climate Change

Financial Policies and Strategies
While we are required to disclose in an easy-to-understand
manner what kind of financial impact climate-related risks and

About My Own Roles after Joining the
Company as Managing Executive Officer
in 2020 and Being Appointed as Vice
President from FY2022

strongly promote our medium- to long-term Growth Strategy.

My current role can be summed up as “Kansai Paint’s

Group has many employees who are motivated and have

administrator.” In general, administrators are often known to

outstanding capabilities, so one of our major roles is to give

play defensive roles, but I believe that aggressive roles are

these people opportunities and develop them as best as we can.

becoming more ingrained to maximize corporate value while
supporting the president and other management members as
a business partner and working together with them.

The Sustainability Promotion Committee at Kansai Paint plays

opportunities can have on the company and how they are

a central role in evaluating and building systems in line with

reflected in our strategies, the way we respond to these risks

the TCFD recommendations and examines key factors while

and opportunities remains fundamentally the same. In other

gaining knowledge from external experts. Some of the details

words, to minimize the risks we need to ensure that we do not

of these examinations that have been resolved by the Board of

carry too much on our own and we must keep things to the

Directors are included in this integrated report (page 57). In

bare minimum. And to maximize opportunities, we need to

the future, we plan to make additional disclosures at our

have as many options open to us as possible. These

strategy briefings and on the company’s website, and we will

strategies are the basis of our financial discipline.

I am convinced that we can create something great by
successfully combining the “wisdom we have gained in the
past” with “the best parts of our company.”
And the cornerstone of all this is our human resources. Our

Recognizing the Environment Facing the
Company and the Business Overview

In the two years since joining the company, I have made
full use of the management knowledge and business

The paint and coatings business in which the Group operates

management experience cultivated during my time at a global

is supported by a broad range of demand from different

company in Japan and the United States, and strived to

industries, including the automotive, industrial, and architectural

transform the company into one with a “strong business

industries.

structure,” mainly by reforming the financial structure and
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The coatings industry is basically a growth industry that

creating a corporate structure through my position as CFO.

has achieved tremendous growth along with the evolution of

Moving forward, I will work together with all employees to

paint technologies. Looking around the world, although the
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are taking place around the world. Examples include a renewal

heads of each business unit and staff. Although this approach

attracting attention from around the world, along with interest in

The Japanese word mottainai (“too good to waste”) is

business growth and post an appropriate shareholder return.

of domestic supply chains and reorganization of production

is still in its infancy, we will be able to drive our business

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This word is in line

Our basic approach to shareholder return is, in addition to

sites, active investment in digital transformation, and

forward together mainly from a financial viewpoint, based on a

with the company’s financial policy, and with this thinking I

improving corporate value through business growth, to give a

continuous innovation initiatives that have led to the

thorough understanding of the business model.

believe we can eliminate “waste and irregularity” by focusing

direct return to our shareholders in the form of share buybacks

establishment and rollout of a new company dedicated to

investment in the right places as and when necessary.

and dividends in a balanced manner. Regarding dividends, for

E-commerce. I am happy to note that all these initiatives are

the time being we would like to set a dividend payout ratio of

proceeding as planned. The entire Group is making concerted

real estate and cross-shareholdings within the Group, as well

30% and a minimum annual dividend of 30 yen per share. We

efforts to implement reforms as we benefit appropriately from

I mentioned at the beginning that the Group has excellent

as surplus funds from subsidiaries, and effectively allocate

will also carry out share buybacks flexibly in response to

the advice and knowledge of external experts.

human resources, and I am constantly reminded of this fact.

them to our business as growth investments, we can expect to

changes in the business environment.

If we recover funds that lie dormant as company-owned

see high yields (consolidated ROIC for FY2021 was 6%).
Taking the transfer of our Africa business as an example,

With the funds raised in this way, we will invest actively in

Progress on Each Measure

we judged that it was mottainai to spend the funds and human

At the same time, we continue to promote financial

Approach to Human Capital

However, there are some who may have a somewhat

structural reforms. As mentioned above, our cutback of less

unconcerned attitude that comes from working under a typical

efficient assets such as real estate and cross-shareholdings

Japanese company structure, such as a system of seniority

has been progressing steadily, but the remaining issue for us

based on lifetime employment. For us to transform into a true

resources on business centered on architectural coatings in

In response to the current decline in the business environment,

is to improve efficiency of current assets and the cash

global company, we believe it is essential to develop internal

Africa, a region where we are not particularly strong. We

we are focusing on two measures to quickly restore our

conversion cycle. Although there are differences in collection

human resources who have energy, enthusiasm, and ability,

therefore decided that we should maximize the efficiency of the

profitability. The first measure is to pass on increased costs by

and payment terms as well as with production lead times

and at the same time, to fill any necessary positions with

entire Group by allocating these resources to our strongest

raising selling prices. Unfortunately, we have no choice but to

owing to the differences in business practices in each country,

excellent external human resources as appropriate and give

portfolio. I believe that portfolio management is one of the most

move to increase price while we seek to gain understanding

there are two main issues facing the company: the long

them the opportunity to play active roles.

important roles of our management at the corporate level.

from our customers in all business fields around the world. By

collection period for account receivables in Japan and the

leveraging Kansai Paint’s strengths in its advanced

inefficient inventory turnover rate at overseas subsidiaries. For

measures, such as the introduction of an engagement survey

would be mottainai not to utilize our solid financial position.

technological capabilities, customer support, and stable supply

inventories, they can be improved through management

two years ago, the introduction of a job-type employment

Considering our currently high capital adequacy ratio, we can

capacity, we hope to provide high added value. The other

efforts, so we will once again make every endeavor to improve

system for managers from April 2022, and the shift to a

still leverage borrowed capital (debt) to raise large-scale

measure is cost reduction. Looking at our cost structure, raw

them. However, for our accounts receivables in Japan, since

performance-linked remuneration system, but I think there is still

growth investment funds for the Group. In addition, when

material costs account for about 80% of the cost of sales. As

there are limits to how much can be negotiated with our

much room for improvement. It is vital that we actively choose

raising funds, we are taking advantage of the historically low

an emergency response to the surge in purchase prices, the

business partners, we will also seek to use financial

and appoint young employees to important positions both in

interest rates in the current Japanese financial markets to

R&D function is leading the way and making every effort to cut

arrangements such as factoring, where appropriate.

Japan and overseas, and for future executives it is essential to

utilize commercial paper and short-term bank loans in order to

costs from the design stage with all related business units.

From the perspective of capital productivity, I believe that it

diversify our fundraising options and give ourselves a variety
of options when the time comes.

Meanwhile, we are making steady progress with mediumto long-term structural reforms in response to the changes that

While, through these activities we will actively invest in

We have developed a number of HR-related improvement

acquire the foresight, leadership, and attitude of innovation that

our growth by raising funds in-house and through leveraged

can respond to changes in the business environment for the

funding, the 17th Medium-term Management Plan calls for a

sustainable growth of the company. We also face challenges in

combination of organic (self-growth) and inorganic growth

terms of diversity and inclusion. At the management level, we

(through M&A). With regard to M&A in particular, we are

have two foreign nationals and one female with the company as

continuing to look at and carry out bolt-on acquisitions of

outside director/Audit & Supervisory Board members, but the

small and medium-sized companies, as well as large-scale

ratio of women in managerial positions is particularly low, so we

M&A at the corporate level. We intend to use the different

hope to achieve our firm target of 15% or more by 2030.

means of funding appropriate to these two types of M&A as
and when necessary.

A Message to Shareholders and Investors

Support for Business Units

In terms of communication and providing information to
everyone, we believe that many may not yet fully understand

As in my remarks above, I have discussed our financial

our fundamental strengths. To efficiently provide timely and

strategy mainly at the corporate level, but since the bulk of our

useful information along with bolstering two-way communication,

business is conducted through our business units, as well as

this year we have strengthened our investor relations and public

on the ground in our Corporate Research and Development

relations systems and hired or reallocated human resources.

and our Corporate Production, Supply Chain Management,
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I believe that the most important thing for us is to meet the

and Procurement, it is vital for us to have a system of

expectations of all stakeholders, providing an appropriate

collaboration and cooperation in place with all these units and

shareholder return while continuously improving corporate

functions. Since our organization was reorganized into 6 units

value. All management and employees will work together to

and functions on April 2021, the Corporate Finance Division

transform ourselves so that we can reach new heights as a

has adopted a so-called “business partner system” in which

true global company, namely, going from Good to Great.

dedicated finance personnel located close by support the

I hope that we can count on your continued support.
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